BRAVING LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
HIGH PERFORMANCE THROUGH
RESPECT, INTEGRITY, EQUALITY AND NON-VIOLENCE
Training LEADERS OF INFLUENCE at all levels to build cultures where
individuals are inspired and engaged to look after each other emotionally while
holding each other to account to take a stand against issues such as bullying,
violence, sexual harassment, inequality, racism, gossip etc.
The I Respect Initiative recognises that the majority of people are trying their
best to be good, caring and respectful people and do not intend to be
disrespectful or abusive but may at times be unclear about where that
boundary lies. The Braving Leadership Program aims to empower leaders by
building a culture of trust and respect to encourage peer to peer support and
accountability to be up-standers as people of influence.
Thereby creating leadership through prevention by "stopping it at the start".
By making it OK and normal for peers to tap each other on the shoulder and
saying..
“Hey I Respect you...but...you are better than that”
"RUOK?"
“We talked about this...”

BRAVING LEADERSHIP ONE DAY EXPERIENTIAL WORKSHOP
Participants will gain the skills and confidence to step up as "people of
influence". By utilising an explicit C.I.R.C.L.E methodology, leaders will be able
to integrate I Respect into classrooms and teams in as little as 20 min a week.
Thereby inspiring and engaging teams that...
trust and respect each other.
tackle issues and find opportunities together.
listen to fully understand each other without judgement.
make solid agreements and strive for accountability.
take responsibility for themselves and each other.
value and acknowledge each other.
"Mark was absolutely awesome! We all thoroughly enjoyed the training and general experience.
It was uplifting, emotional and powerful. Others have said it was the most worthwhile PD
they have ever experienced. Coming from harsh critics in this place, this is a fabulous
endorsement of Mark and his program."
Head of Wellbeing Central Coast Grammar School
Delivered by I Respect Founding Director Mark Wadie, featured on
National Stop it at The Start Campaign
Win News
Nine News
ABC Radio - Grandstand + Mornings
Canberra Times
Riot ACT
Author of How a Boy Becomes a Man

www.markwadie.com
0437 850 462
mark@markwadie.com

